PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
May 2020
Good Day to All of you Reading this:

We are some of the lucky ones being able to do things that other people cannot
do. We can enjoy our hobby of car collecting, driving, working on
and everything else with this hobby. Now, I can add
Cruising! Even if it’s up Broadway. As many of you know, Eileen
does not come to many events. But, now she is eager to go on a
cruise…even if it’s up Broadway!!! The times are-a-changing.
Let me say that May meetings are cancelled. No Board Meeting and no
monthly meeting at The Moose.

Our first Saturday afternoon cruise from The Home Depot was a huge
success. Thanks to Dennis Zieman for the idea and following through with
things. Then we moved forward to the Wednesday evening cruises up and down
Broadway. First one had 85 cars, approx., then the next week landed us a total of 104,
approx., and now the next one is approaching shortly. We’ll see how that goes. Each
Wednesday Cruise will honor someone or some group in our community.
Another positive aspect of this cruise is the publicity for the car club. I-HEART radio
has jumped on board as a co-sponsor. They will be publicizing our cruises
throughout the times, and will be playing oldies music on the 6 stations in our area
from 7 to 8 pm on Wednesday evenings. That is neat. And, we have gotten great
advertisement from the local Minot Daily News.
And, how about another great aspect: 10 new members so far! Not bad.

So, I know we can’t meet for monthly meetings, but know that we are on top of
things and will make the decisions that need to be made on your behalf.
You know Devils Run has been moved to July. Back to the Fifties has been
cancelled. NDSRA “Run to McClousky”, NDSRA Pick sites, and the NDSRA Car of
the Year all have been cancelled. As this summer approaches and the Pandemic
moves forward, we will make the best decisions with regards to Motor Magic and the
Finale.
Well, as I wrap this up, I hope you can enjoy a Wednesday night cruise whether it is
watching on Broadway or driving the route! Blow your horns or wave—either from
your
Or as we drive by!!
Regards of the kindest,

George

NO MAY MEETINGS DUE TO COVID-19
No meeting Minutes or upcoming events due to
isolation protocols. Do not hesitate to contact your
board with any items of concern.
Watch the website for notices, updates and other
events
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